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Abstraet--A coupled parabolic system is considered in which two of the usual boundary conditions are 
replaced by integral subsidiary conditions. A numerical scheme based on a generalization of the 
Crank-Nicholson method is described. Necessary and sufficient conditions on the two implicitness 
parameters in the scheme are derived in order that the algorithm be stable. 
i. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [1] in which an algorithm was proposed to compute three-dimensional tidal and 
storm-surge flows, the following parabolic system was encountered: 
ut -  Nu~ - fv  = A(z, t) ~i "
vt-NV~z+fU B(z , t ) ] (O<z<H'  t>O), 
where u(z, t) and v(z, t) satisfy the boundary conditions 
u~=~t(t), v~=fl(t) onz=H 
and the integral subsidiary conditions 
u dz = H6(t), v dz = H6(t). 
0 
Here ~, fl, t~ and f are given functions of t, A and B are given functions of z and t and N 
and f are constants. The physical significance of the various quantities is that z is a vertical 
coordinate through the water column measured from the bottom, H is the water depth, which 
can be taken as constant, u and v are horizontal velocity components, N is eddy viscosity, f 
the Coriolis parameter, • and fl are proportional to the components of surface shear stress imposed 
by the wind and ~ and f are the depth-averaged velocity components. The right-hand sides 
A and B as well as the values of fi and z5 have been pre-computed by another section of the 
algorithm. 
In Ref. [l] an algorithm was developed to solve the above boundary value problem based on 
an extension of the Crank-Nicholson method. It was shown that if the boundary and subsidiary 
conditions are ignored, the algorithm is unconditionally stable provided that two "implicitness 
parameters" atisfy a certain inequality constraint. The purpose of the present note is to examine 
the stability condition when the subsidiary conditions are included. We shall show that the inclusion 
of these conditions leads to a significant enlargement of the region of stability. 
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2. THE NUMERICAL  ALGORITHM 
Let w = u + iv, so that the system and subsidiary conditions can be combined as 
wt - Nw= + i fw = G, (I) 
w,=7 onz=H,  (2) 
o"W dz = H+,  (3) 
where G = A + iB, ? = ~ +i[3, if, = ~7 + if. 
Let z denote the time-step and k the spatial grid-size, and let w~.j be the approximation to w at 
the ith time step and j th  grid-point. Then we take the following finite difference approximation 
to equation (1): 
N 
!,C (W,+ I.j -- Wi, j) -- --~ {~.(W/+ l.j+l - -  2w,+,.: + w,+ ,.j_, ) + (1 - 2)(w/.j+, - 2w,. j + w,.:_ ,)} 
+/f {ttw,+ ,.j + (1 -- #)w,./} = ~G,+ ..j + G,.j). 
Here 2 and /~ are weighting parameters whose values influence the stability properties of the 
algorithm. Introducing 
T 
p =NT/k  2, q =zf, G,=~(G+..g+G.j),  
we can write this difference quation as 
-p2w,+ w+ t + (1 + 2p2 + iqtt)w,+ t.j -p2wi+ l . j -  t 
=p(1 -2)w,. j+, +[1 -2p(1  - 2 ) -  iq(1 -u ) lw , . j+p(1  -2)w, , j_ ,  + (~;.j. (4) 
If for the moment we ignore the subsidiary conditions (2) and (3), we can write equation (4) in 
matrix form as 
[I - p2C + iq#I]w,+ l = [I + p(1 - 2)C - iq(1 - #)l]w, + G,, (5) 
where 
I 
Wi,  I 
Wi ,  2 
W i ~ 
L ~i,j 
, G ,= G2 
J 
and C is a J x J matrix where j th  row is (for j ~ 1, J) 
(0,0 . . . . .  1 , -2 ,  1,0 . . . . .  0). 
T 
j th  position 
The spatial grid points are chosen with j = 0 corresponding to z = 0 and j = J + 1/2 to z =/4.  
Then k = H/( J  + ½). The boundary condition (2) has the finite difference form 
wi.+ + l - wi.g = kyi. (6) 
We use this to eliminate w,+ ~.s+~ and w,.s+~ from equation (4) for j = J. The resulting equation 
is then identical to the J th component of equation (5) provided we define the last row of C to be 
(0,0 . . . . .  0, 1, -1 )  
and the last component of G, to be 
G; j= G,.s + kp[2?,+ , + (1 - 2)7,1. 
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The integral in condition (3) is approximated by a numerical quadrature formula as 
1 f# J+l , 
J 0  w dz ~ 5'. ~j w,,j = ~,, 
j=0 
where the coefficients 0t~ are determined by the particular formula used. In Ref. [1] the QSF 
subroutine from IBMs scientific subroutine package was used. Eliminating w~.~+l by means of 
equation (6) we get 
J 
~tjwi.j = ~, -  k)'i~'j+ I. (7) 
y=0 
For the QSF subroutine the coefficients here for J /> 5 are given by 
1 ] 21 37 ~ 47 
(0~0, ~l ,  0~2 . . . . .  0~d) = ~ (5' Tg, ~, 48, B, 1, 1 . . . . .  1). (8) 
If we solve equation (7) for w~. 0 and then eliminate w,.,0 and wi+l,o from equation (4) for i = 1, 
the resulting equation is identical to the first component of equation (5) provided we define the 
first row of C to be 
( -2  - ill, 1 - -  f12, - - f13  . . . . .  - - f l J ) ,  
where flj = ~tj/~0, and the first component of Gi to be 
(7;.l = t~., + P{2ff,+, + (1 - 2) G - ~+,  k[2~,+, + (1 - 2)~,,]}. 
% 
3. STABILITY 
To investigate the stability of the algorithm we consider the homogeneous difference quation 
corresponding to equation (5), since this governs the growth of perturbations. Let w be an 
eigenvector of C with eigenvalue p, so that 
Cw = p w, (9) 
then it is easily seen that a particular solution of this homogeneous difference quation is w~ = a~w, 
where 
pp(1 -- 2) + l -- iq(l -- It) 
tr = (10) 
pp2 - l - iq~ 
Such a solution is stable if and only if l a I ~< 1. 
It is found that C has J distinct eigenvalues, o the eigenvectors form a basis and any perturbation 
can be expressed as a combination of particular solutions of the above type. Thus a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the stability of the algorithm is that l a [ ~< 1 for all eigenvalues p of C. 
Let w~ . . . . .  wj be the components of the eigenvector w. Then the general component of 
equation (9) is 
wj_~-2wj+wj+l=pw j (2~<j ~ J -  1). 
Writing 2 + p = 2 cos 0 we obtain the solution 
wj= a e~ + b e -~. 
The Jth component of equation (9) is then 
Wj_  1 - -  Wj  ~ f fWj~ 
which implies that, for some constant c, 
a =½cexp[ - i ( J+½)O] ,  b =½cexp[i( J+½)O] 
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and therefore 
wj = c cos( J  + ½ - j )O .  
Finally, the first component of equation (9) is 
J 
-2wl  + w2 - ~., ~jw: = pwl 
j f f i l  
and after substituting for wj and putting flj = ~j/~o, this becomes 
J 
Y. =jcos(J +½-j)0 = o. 
j=0  
The roots of this equation determine the eigenvalues p = 2(cos 0 - 1). (The root 0 = n is not 
included unless it is a double root.) 
An alternative form of the eigenvalue equation is obtained by setting x = cos 0, so that 
p = 2(x - 1) and 
J+ l  
ajTy(x) = 0, (11) 
jffiO 
where T:(x) is the jth Tchebychev polynomial and 
a0=~j,  aj+l=~x0, a j=~j+l_ j+~j_y  ( j= l ,2  . . . . .  J). 
The root x = - 1 of equation (11) is not included unless it is double. 
The coefficients aj are real and positive, so equation (11) has no real roots greater than 1. Using 
the quadrature coefficients (8) appropriate for the QSF subroutine, we have located the roots 
numerically for values of J up to 20. It is found that all J roots are real, (J - 1) of them lie between 
- 1 and + 1 and one root is less than - 1. An interesting result is that this last root has the value 
Xmin = - 1.889989 to seven figures for all J f> 7. The largest root is at Xm~ = 1 - E, where ¢ is small. 
As J--,  oo, E ~4.9 j -2 ,  but it is necessary to have J > 50 before this asymptotic approximation is 
very good. Values of E for J up to 30 are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Values of ~ for different numbers of 
spatial 8rid.points, the largest eigenvalue of 
C is p~,,, = -2~ 
J 
5 0.159 
6 0.115 
7 0.0865 
8 0.0675 
9 0.0542 
10 0.0444 
I 1 0.0371 
12 0.0314 
13 0.0270 
14 0.0234 
15 0.0205 
16 0.0181 
17 0,0161 
18 0.0144 
19 0.0129 
20 0.0117 
21 0.0107 
22 0.00973 
23 0.00892 
24 0,00821 
25 0.00758 
26 0.00702 
27 0.00652 
28 0.00607 
29 0.00567 
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The corresponding eigenvalues p are real (and distinct) and lie in the interval between 
Pmin = --5.77998 and Pmax = -2E.  F rom equation (10), the condition that Io l4  1 where p is real 
becomes 
p2p2(2). - 1) -- 2pp + q2(2/z -- 1) t> 0. 
Since the eigenvalues p are all negative it is clearly sufficient for stability to have ). 1> ½,/t I> ½, which 
are the conditions derived in Ref. [1], where the subsidiary conditions were ignored. However the 
precise necessary and sufficient conditions for stability are weaker than this. They may be stated 
as follows: 
If  )./> 1 then 
If ). < 1 then 
and 
4EZp2(2). -- 1) + q2(2/z -- 1) + 4Ep >I 0; 
4Jp2(2). -- 1) + q2(2/~ -- 1) + 4Ep >/0 
P2mi~p2(2). -- 1) + q2(2# -- 1) -- 2pmiaP >I O. 
The stability region in the ).#-plane is sketched in Fig. l. 
The point A in the figure corresponds to the values 
1 1 1 2¢#,inp 
).0 = 2 (2E - Pmin)P' /~0 = ~ Jr (2~; -- #min)q 2" 
It is clear that the stability region includes the set ()./> 20, #/> P0). In fact this set provides virtually 
all the useful part of  the stability region since the two lines bounding this region are respectively 
almost horizontal and vertical. 
The particular values of  the parameters used in Ref. [1] were H = 65m, J = 9 (so that 
k =65/9 .5m) ,  N=0.065m2/s ,  f=  1.22 x 10-4s -t and z = 360s. These give p =0.500 and 
q = 0.0439 and the value of  E from Table 1 is 0.0542. Thus we have 20 = 0.160 and ~ = -27 .1  and 
q2 
~-;-  t 2v.-1) 
2 
,°mi r
--I, o 
~ 2Pm~ 
Fig. l. The stability region in the 2p-plane. The coordinates used are ~ =p(22  - 1)= (Nx/k2)(22 - l) 
and r/-- (q: /p)(2# - 1) = (Tk2f2/N)(2l~ - i). 
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the stability region includes all non-negative values of/z. It is clear that the choice made in Ref. [1], 
namely 2 =/z = 0.7, was quite conservative. 
If J were increased to 19 with the other parameters remaining unchanged, then p = 2.11 and 
E = 0.0129. In this case 2o = 0.418 and/z 0= -27.6. The stable range of 2-values is considerably 
reduced by increasing J while the range of/~-values i insensitive to J. 
Bearing in mind that e <~ [Pmin I and E ,~ 4.9J -2, the following approximations can be used to give 
a rough idea of the stability region for other values of the parameters: 
{ 1 H 2 1 9.8N} 
"~ >I 2 5 .SNz J  2' I'Z >~ 2 zH2f  -~  " 
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